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Overview

Finding a Duty to Defend

Rights and Duties – Three Sides to the Story

Breach of Duty to Defend -- Policyholder Suits 
Against Insurers for Malpractice of Retained Counsel

Practical Considerations
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OVERVIEW

 What does the duty to defend entail?

 The tripartite relationship and the common goal.

 Potential conflicts of interest.

 Policyholder suits for breach of the duty of good faith and fair 
dealing due to the incompetence of retained counsel.
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FINDING A DUTY TO DEFEND

 Many liability policies provide that the insurance company has 
both the right and the obligation to defend the insured. 

 The duty to defend is broader than the duty to indemnify, but 
allegations of a covered claim are essential to the duty to defend.

 The obligation to defend is, in general, determined by whether the 
allegations of the complaint state a potentially covered claim.

 State law generally defines what constitutes a conflict and 
whether independent counsel is required.

 Right to defend underlies insurer responsibility for defense 
counsel malpractice because it gives the insurer the right to select 
counsel and control the defense.
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So a Duty to Defend Exists: What Next? 

► Insurer Duties and Obligations
 If the insurer has a duty to defend with regard to any aspect of a 

lawsuit, it has a duty to defend the entire suit.

 Insurer generally has right to control defense but must provide a 
“conflict free” defense. 

 To preserve coverage defenses, insurer generally issues 
Reservation of Rights letter, which if it creates a conflict for 
retained counsel, may give the insured a right to independent 
counsel.
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So a Duty to Defend Exists: What Next? 

 So long as an insurer’s interests are harmonious and 
aligned with those of its insured, there is no inconsistency 
between the company’s duty to defend and its right to 
control the litigation.
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RIGHTS AND DUTIES

► Insurer Duties and Obligations – Bedrock Principles on 
Duty to Defend

• Duty to investigate a claim.
• Right to control the defense. 
• Selection and retention of defense counsel. 
• Duty to provide competent counsel.
• Avoid substituting insurer’s judgment for that of defense 

counsel.
• Duty to monitor the case.
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RIGHTS AND DUTIES

► Insured’s Duties Under Policy
• To trigger an insurer's duty to defend, the insured need only put 

the insurer on notice of the claim. Some states allow 
constructive notice.

• The insured, however, must request coverage by reason of the 
lawsuit.

• Duty to cooperate with the insurer.
• Mere possibility of an unspecified conflict does not require 

independent counsel. The conflict must be significant, not 
merely theoretical; actual, not merely potential.

See Dynamic Concepts, Inc. v. Truck Ins. Exch., 61 
Cal.App.4th 999, 1007 (1998), as modified (Mar. 
27, 1998). 
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►Defense Counsel’s Obligations

 “Tripartite relationship” – defense counsel retained by insurer
owes fiduciary duties to both clients (insurer and insured-client).

 “The three parties may be viewed as a loose partnership, coalition 
or alliance directed toward a common goal, sharing a common 
purpose.”

RIGHTS AND DUTIES
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RIGHTS AND DUTIES

► Defense Counsel’s Obligations
 In the absence of a conflict of interest between the insurer and the 

insured, attorney has a dual attorney-client relationship and owes 
fiduciary duties to both. 
Pine Island Farmers Coop v. Erstad & Riemer, P.A., 649 N.W.2d 

444 (Minn. 2002) (in the absence of a conflict of interest 
between the insured and the liability insurer, the insurer can 
become a co-client of the insured's defense counsel).

 Non-employee attorney owes unqualified loyalty to the insured. 
See Employers Cas. Co. v. Tilley, 496 S.W.2d 552, 558 (Tex.1973) 

(lawyer must at all times protect the interests of the insured if 
those interests would be compromised by the insurer’s 
instructions). 
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Insurer Liability for Misconduct of Retained Counsel 

►General principles of bad faith liability for breaching duty 
to defend

• Requires more than bad judgment or negligence. Insured must 
prove that the insurer acted unreasonably and either knew its 
conduct was unreasonable or acted with reckless disregard. 

• Bad faith requires a conscious doing of a wrong because of a 
dishonest purpose or moral obligation.

• Contemplates a state of mind affirmatively operating with furtive 
design or ill will. 

BREACH OF DUTY TO DEFEND
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Insurer Liability for Misconduct of Retained Counsel 

►Vicarious liability for acts of counsel– minority rule.

• Smoot v. State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Co., 299 F.2d 
525 (5th Cir. 1962) (per se rule).

• Ingersoll–Rand Equip. Corp. v. Transportation Ins. Co., 963 
F.Supp. 452, 454–55 (M.D. Pa. 1997) (insurer cannot be 
vicariously responsible for independent contractor).

• Vicarious liability comes up primarily where counsel is employed 
by the insurer.

►Special agency law – vicarious liability for fraud of agent.

BREACH OF DUTY TO DEFEND
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Insurer Liability for Misconduct of Retained Counsel 

►Direct Liability for Defense Counsel Misconduct Through 
Acts of Insurer

• Agency law recognizes the direct liability of a principal whose 
agent engages in conduct that harms a third party.

• Direct liability generally requires showing of fault by the principal.

• Control over “manner and means” of work. See Ingersoll–Rand 
Equip. Corp. v. Transportation Ins. Co., 963 F.Supp. 452, 454–55 
(M.D. Pa. 1997) (insurer exercised “an abnormal degree of 
control over the litigation”).

BREACH OF DUTY TO DEFEND
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Insurer Liability for Misconduct of Retained Counsel 

• Negligence in selecting, training, retaining, supervising, or 
controlling the agent. Brown v. Lumbermens Mut. Cas. Co., 369 
S.E.2d 367, 372 (N.C. Ct. App. 1988) (recognizing potential claim 
of negligence in selecting defense counsel).

• Collusion or conspiracy between the principal and agent to engage 
jointly in tortious conduct. Barney v. Aetna Casualty & Surety Co., 
185 Cal.App.3d 966 (1986).

• Duty to act in good faith is nondelegable. Insurer remained liable 
for bad faith where attorney “failed to properly investigate and 
evaluate” the insured’s claim. Majorowicz v. Allied Mut. Ins. Co., 
212 Wis. 2d 513, 527, 569 N.W.2d 472, 477 (Ct. App. 1997). 

BREACH OF DUTY TO DEFEND
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Insurer Liability for Misconduct of Retained Counsel 

• Insurer billing guidelines that limit defense counsel’s activity in 
defense of insured.

• Negligent retention of counsel due to defense counsel with 
inadequate malpractice insurance.

• Tripartite relationship allows insurer to expect counsel to fulfill the 
duty he has undertaken to the insurer. Teague v. St. Paul Fire & 
Marine Insurance Co., 10 So.3d 806 (La. Ct. App. 2009) 
(settlement was appropriate, even without the insured’s consent 
because the policy reserved “the right to investigate, negotiate and 
settle any suit or claim if we think that’s appropriate.”).

BREACH OF DUTY TO DEFEND
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Insurer Liability for Misconduct of Retained Counsel 

►Remedies for Breach of Duty to Provide Competent 
Counsel

• Insurer may be bound by the result, which includes any defense 
and settlement costs incurred by the insured, including the cost 
of hiring new counsel. 

• Liability for reasonable attorneys’ fees incurred by the insured to 
establish the duty to defend. 

• Extra-contractual damages.

BREACH OF DUTY TO DEFEND
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

► Consider whether to waive certain reservations to maintain 
control of the defense.

► Confirm if insured willing to waive right to independent 
counsel and, if so, do in writing.

► If no waiver, reserve all rights relating to independent 
counsel (qualifications, rates, reasonable fees).

► If necessary (but not required), consider retaining counsel 
to monitor or hire new defense counsel if special skills are 
required, i.e. at trial phase.

Options for Insurers to Consider 
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

► Be aware of degree that the defense is being controlled, 
and whether defense counsel disagrees with the direction 
of the litigation.

► Monitor panel counsel regarding qualifications and 
standing with state bar.

► Ensure that defense counsel communicates with the 
insurer and the policyholder regarding the litigation and 
every settlement opportunity.

Options for Insurers to Consider 
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QUESTIONS? 



The Duty To Adequately Fund The Defense
&

The Duty To Pay For Independent Counsel

NELSON A. WANEKA, Shareholder
1512 Larimer Street, Suite 650

Denver, CO 80202
(303) 575- 9390

naw@levinsitcoff.com
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 In addition to liability for tortious conduct, the expense of 
defending against liability claims is a major risk faced by 
insureds.

 Similarly, the liability carrier has an interest in how the 
defense is conducted.

 To balance these risks and interests, most liability insurance 
policies contain language stating that the carrier has the 
right and duty to defend the insured against covered 
claims.

Funding The Defense
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 The right to defend grants the carrier the right to control the 
defense by, for example, selecting counsel to represent the insured 
and directing the strategy of the defense.

 The duty to defend imposes an obligation on the carrier to assume 
and fund the insured’s defense.

 Some modern policies (usually covering professionals or executives) 
contain neither the right nor the duty to defend, but rather, allow 
the insured to control its own defense while obligating the carrier to 
pay for reasonable defense expenses within limits.

Funding The Defense Continued. . . .
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 Demand/Claim/Complaint against insured is tendered to the carrier.
 Allegations reviewed against policy’s coverage and exclusions.
 Generally, defense is owed if there’s any potential for covered claims.
 Liability insurer with right to control the defense gets to choose who will 

represent the insured.   The defense is typically assigned to either a captive 
law firm or outside counsel that the carrier has a relationship or agreement 
with.

 In most jurisdictions, retained counsel’s duties are solely to the client-
insured.  Some jurisdictions hold that counsel also represents the carrier.

 Carrier nevertheless has substantial control over conduct of the defense.
 Substantial benefit to carrier.  Control of costs.  Free exchange of 

information.  Leverage.

How The Duty To Defend Is Typically Fulfilled
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 Where the carrier has the right and duty to defend, it must 
select competent counsel to defend the insured.

 Counsel must have necessary experience and/or specialization.
 Counsel must have the ability to adequately represent the insured.
 Generally, counsel must have adequate liability insurance.
 Carriers can be liable to the insured for failing to retain competent 

defense counsel.
-Section 12 of Restatement of the Law of Liability Insurance.
-Duty of good faith and fair dealing.
-Agency principles and direct liability.
-Having a substantial business relationship with the carrier doesn’t 
make retained counsel incompetent.
-Having far too many cases might.

Potential Problems Re: Defense Funding
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 Where the carrier has the right and duty to defend, it must 
act reasonably and not prefer its own financial interests 
over those of its insured.

 Problems can arise when the carrier and the insured disagree on 
defense strategy and/or necessary defense expenses.

o Which experts to retain and how much money to spend on experts.
o What discovery to conduct.
o Which attorney to retain.
o Insured may argue that restrictions imposed on defense counsel by the carrier were 

unreasonable or resulted in a mismanaged defense.  (Retained counsel guidelines 
and agreements providing limits on discovery, legal research, etc…).

Potential Problems Re: Defense Funding
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 What is independent counsel?
 In many circumstances, the carrier’s right to control the 

defense means that it is not obliged to pay for independent 
counsel to represent the insured.

 There are several important exceptions.
 All these exceptions center around potential or actual 

conflicts of interest and resulting unfairness to the insured.
 Often, there is no bright line rule.  Whether a liability 

insurer must pay for independent counsel is inherently fact 
specific.

Duty To Pay For Independent Counsel
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 Courts in many states have held that where a liability insurer 
defends under a reservation of rights to deny coverage, there is a 
conflict of interest requiring it to pay for independent counsel.

 Argument is that an insurer should not be able to control the 
insured’s defense when it has reserved its right to disclaim 
coverage in whole or in part.

 Even more apparent when carrier reserves its right to seek 
reimbursement for defense costs.

 This has been characterized as the “majority rule” in some cases 
and treatises.

 A number of courts, however, have rejected a blanket rule that 
the insured is entitled to independent counsel whenever the 
carrier is defending under a reservation of rights.

Reservation Of Rights—Traditional Rule
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 Recently, a large number of courts have held that the carrier’s defense 
of the insured must result in an actual conflict of interest and that a 
reservation of rights alone is not enough to warrant independent 
counsel.

 Defense of the insured must involve adjudication of a “pivotal fact” 
that bears on coverage.

 Examples include:  (1) negligence vs. intentional conduct; (2) employee 
vs. independent contractor; (3) permissive vs. non-permissive use of a 
vehicle.

 Or there must be a concrete opportunity that the handling of the 
defense could affect a coverage issue.

 For example, the carrier could learn information from retained counsel that 
would be detrimental to the insured in a coverage suit.

 General reservations of rights based on policy defenses that have 
nothing to do with the defense of the action against the insured held 
insufficient.  For example, the policy was not in effect on the date of 
the loss, or the tortfeasor was not an insured.

Reservation Of Rights—Actual Conflict
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 Courts have consistently held that a carrier must pay for 
independent counsel when insureds assert potentially 
covered claims against one another.

 The rationale is that a carrier cannot control both sides of 
the litigation.

 A second rationale is that a carrier cannot completely fulfill 
its duties to both of its insureds when success for one is 
detrimental to the other.

 Examples include some partnership disputes or actions 
against and between directors and officers.

Cross Insureds
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 Independent counsel is generally necessary when a carrier 
insures the liability of multiple defendants who have 
inconsistent defenses.

 Again, the rationale is that the carrier’s fulfillment of its 
duty to one insured may be detrimental to another insured.

 Examples include multiple defendants in a medical 
malpractice action.  Or a suit against an employer and an 
individual the employer contends was an independent 
contractor or had been fired.

Multiple Insureds With Inconsistent Defenses
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 Similar to covered and noncovered claims, independent 
counsel may be necessary where adjudication of the 
underlying facts will result in vastly different coverage limits 
available to the insured.

 An example would be a suit against a psychotherapist for 
negligent counseling and improper contact—where 
negligence has liability limits of $1,000,000 but 
inappropriate contact with a patient has limits of $25,000.

 The potential for retained counsel to steer the case toward 
claims with lower limits, or to share information that would 
allow the carrier to do the same, justifies independent 
counsel.

Differential Policy Limits
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 Exposure to punitive damages and damages in excess of 
policy limits are generally held to be insufficient, by 
themselves, to warrant independent counsel.

 Again, however, there are a number of exceptions based on 
particular conduct.

 In egregious circumstances, courts have held that 
independent counsel was necessary where the conduct of 
the carrier and retained counsel appeared to severely 
disadvantage the insured, exposing it to a large, uninsured 
judgment.

Punitive Damages And Excess Exposure
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 Todd R. Smyth, Duty of insurer to pay for independent 
counsel when conflict of interest exists between insured and 
insurer, 50 A.L.R.4th 932.

 Dale J. Gilsinger, Duty of insurer to pay for independent 
counsel when conflict of interest exists between insured and 
insurer—damages sought in excess of policy limits, 27 
A.L.R.7th 9.

 1-6 Professional Responsibilities of Ins. Def. Counsel § 6.04.
 1 New Appleman Insurance Bad Faith Litigation § 3.05.

Helpful Resources
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5. Options if  retained counsel is negligent 

• A) General theories of  liability

• B) Insurer suits against outside counsel 

• C) Trying a case in a pandemic 
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A) General theories of Liability 

• Negligence and Gross negligence

• Agency and Vicarious Liability 

• Section 12 of  the Restatement 
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B) Insurer suits against outside counsel

• Sentry Select Ins v. Maybank Law Firm; Underlying case; Civil Action No. 5:15-cv-04984-
JMC, District of  South Carolina  

• Rear end trucking accident in Orangeburg County

• Driver of  rear vehicle severely injured; $900k-$1.3M in actual damages

• Sentry assigns defense counsel who misses deadline on RTA’s effectively admitting liability

• Sentry settles case for $900k on $1M policy before Judge rules on motion to extend time to 
respond
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Sentry v. Maybank: Malpractice Action

• Sentry conditions settlement on assignment of  malpractice action from 
insured.  Files suit in District Court

• On motion to dismiss, Judge Childs certified 2 questions:

• Can insurer bring direct legal malpractice action against defense counsel?

• Can insured assign legal malpractice case against defense counsel to insurer?

• SC Supreme Court answered Yes to #1, and declined to answer #2

• Conceivably, this means insurers only recourse against defense counsel is via direct 
malpractice claim
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Sentry v. Maybank: Supreme Court Decision 

• Insurer can bring a direct malpractice lawsuit against defense counsel with certain 
limitations

• Insured is only client.  Defense counsel owes no duty to insurer.
• Malpractice cause of  action is based on a breach of  duty to the insured only

• Cannot be any conflict between the insurer and insured
• Even the slightest conflict bars Insurer from bringing malpractice action

• What does this mean?

• Insurer must prove its malpractice case by clear and convincing evidence
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Sentry v. Maybank Decision: Application

• Duty-Cause of  action can only be brought for breach of  duty to client.

• Who makes determination of  whether duty was breached?

• Multiple insurance carriers

• Decision makes clear that the Insurer cannot exert control over decisions 
concerning defense strategy

• Challenging for defense lawyers

• What about where client cannot be found?

• Probably ok to follow insurer’s direction as long as it is in line with attorney’s judgment, but 
if  client appears, insurer  no longer controls defense
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C) How do we do this? Trying a case in a 
Pandemic

• First civil jury trial in South Carolina

• First jury trial in District Court

• Pretrial motions ruled on without hearing

• Jury Selection

• In Person

• Masks mandatory for everyone

• Only brought groups of  20 jurors up at a time for Voir Dire

• Sat 8, two declared alternates after charging/closing arguments

• State Court will require 12 jurors

• Lawyers and clients each six feet apart from each other at respective tables
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Sentry v. Maybank: Trying a case in a 
Pandemic cont.

• Trial-4 days-Precautions

• Plexiglass between jurors and attorneys at each table

• Masks mandatory-witnesses and questioning attorney can remove

• No water pitchers or glasses

• Witnesses who were in high-risk groups permitted to testify via video upon motion
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Sentry v. Maybank: Trying a case in a 
Pandemic cont.

• Trial Considerations

• Everyone is uncomfortable
• Brevity

• Limit exhibits to those necessary

• Limit use of  deposition excerpts

• We stipulated to breach of  standard of  care to try to reduce amount time for standard of  care 
testimony

• Start each day on time

• Resolve evidentiary objections or narrow issues with opposing counsel beforehand if  possible

• Limit lengthy sidebars

• Person who asks for sidebar or objects often is going to be blamed

• Advantageous for direct—leading questions
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• Video/Remote Witnesses

• Reduces number of  people in courtroom

• Many high-risk witnesses do not want to attend in person

• Helpful to get their testimony in the record

• Make sure to file a motion ahead of  trial to permit video testimony

• Helps you plan for witnesses, helps the court plan for technical needs

• But……

Sentry v. Maybank: Trying a case in a 
Pandemic cont.
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• Recommendations:

• Only have witness testify remotely if  necessary
• Better for use with minor witnesses

• We had 3 video witnesses, none connected very well with jury

• Technical issues

• Difficult to use exhibits with video witnesses

• Jurors are forced to be there, why can’t witnesses?
• Particularly for experts who are being paid

• Consideration when selecting an expert 

Sentry v. Maybank: Trying a case in a 
Pandemic cont.
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Sentry v. Maybank: Trying a case in a 
Pandemic; Outcome

• Defense Verdict

• Insurance company not the most sympathetic plaintiff

• Able to get billion-dollar revenue/profits in front of  the jury

• Paid panel counsel rate to lawyer defending insured but paid expert $725/hr. in malpractice 
action

• Use internal discussions concerning case value

• Whole claims file, including roundtable notes and reserves discoverable

• Out-of-State plaintiff

• Client (insured) not incentivized to appear

• Truck driver’s deposition testimony read into record—not effective

• Clear and convincing burden of  proof
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Thank You

David Overstreet

david.overstreet@earhartoverstreet.com
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